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Patrick Painter, Inc. is pleased to present URBAN SPACE ODYSSEY a group exhibition featuring the work of select
artists, including: Larry Johnson, Elisa Johns, Armen Eloyan, Michelle Segre, Toby Ziegler, Valerie Favre and
Thomas Helbig. The show will showcase the artists’ distinct and varied styles using a variety of media, including
sculpture, painting, and graphic design.
Los Angeles based artist Larry Johnson's work is quintessentially of and about Los Angeles. Much of his work
explores the lifestyle of Hollywood, celebrity and the boundaries of that world, where aspirations and fantasies bump
up against reality. He makes use of a sometimes-bitter humor and draws on stylistic elements taken from sources
such as animation, graphic design, commercial illustration, and advertising.
Elisa Johns is a Los Angeles-based painter who creates haunting and whimsical, mystical figures. Though she leaves
large, open, white spaces within her canvases, her focused and heavily, yet soft brushstrokes forms entire landscapes
and portraits. Johns takes landscape and figures and uses them as her primary inspiration, she then intertwines the
two together with paint, prompting dreamlike, mythical imagery that often evokes a compelling narrative.
Born in Yerevan, Armenia, Armen Eloyan uses identifiable tropes to tell grim stories with an intuitive approach that
he applies to his paintings to draw on his emotional bond of collective experiences, related to childhood and youth.
Eloyan frequently uses oil paint as a sculptural material, applying it to his canvases layer-by-layer, resulting in
virtually three-dimensional objects. The physicality of the paint and the emphasis on the fact that they are manually
done seem to be the key to understanding them.
Michelle Segre is a New York based artist; her earlier works meditated on fungal-formed, beautifully surreal
mushroom sculptures of wax. Segre’s work blurs the line between reality and imagination. Her oversized mushroom
of impeccable detail has an unexpected medium: a solid foam form completely covered in beeswax, combined
through an organic, additive process that operates much like a slowly sprawling mold. Her works celebrate the
unusual beauty of the natural world in large scale, seemingly to enable a more close investigation of Mother Nature's
alluring and fantastic artistry.
British artist Toby Ziegler features paintings in which the artist continues his practice of modeling a scene in 3-d
design software and rendering it with geometric pattern. This system is bastardized by passages of messy, gestural
painting. Ziegler practices fluidity and shifts to explore the processes of painting in a more reflexive manner,
breaking down previous systems employed to construct the picture plane, providing a more ambiguous reading of the
image.
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Berlin based artist Valerie Favre’s work engages issues of femininity using figurative painting. Her fictionalized
bunny character has the head of a rabbit and the feminine curves of a Playboy bunny. These rabbit-women reflect the
vitality of the artist’s self-proclaimed alter ego, fleshed out in Favre’s energetic and thick brush strokes, often
engaged in outlandish actions. Her work invites the viewer into the inner life of the artist, through the lens of a
fictional self-portrait.
Thomas Helbig is a German artist who uses his studio as a laboratory of invention where discarded objects of
everyday life are broken down and reassembled to create sculptures of fictional power. Searching flea markets, he
finds figurines and discarded lawn ornaments such as, garden gnomes, Greek nudes, plastic yard animal decorations
and other intriguing objects that are often fragmented, distorted and reassembled into organic, abstract shapes. Helbig
breathes new life into their forgotten, mass-produced past and they are reborn as completely unique objects, with a
rough and primitive feeling, yet futuristic and finished with a high gloss shine.
Larry Johnson recently exhibited at the MAMCO Musée D’art Moderne Et Contemporain in Geneva (2016), along
with a group show at the Focal Point Gallery in Essex (2015-2016). Johnson had a solo exhibition at Raven Row in
London (2015). Elisa Johns has exhibited across Europe and the United Sates. She recently had a solo exhibition at
Walker Contemporary in Vermont (2016) and a group exhibition at the Ochi Gallery in Idaho (2012). Armen Eloyan
is an international artist; he currently had a solo exhibition at the Timothy Taylor Gallery in London (2016). Eloyan
has also exhibited at the Tim Van Laere Gallery in Belgium (2013-2014). Michelle Segre recently had a solo
exhibition at the Rosenwald-Wolf Gallery in Philadelphia (2016). Serge also exhibited at the Derek Eller Gallery in
New York (2015). Toby Ziegler has an upcoming exhibition at the Fraud Museum in London (2017) and currently
held a solo exhibition at the Cookhouse Gallery in London (2016). Valerie Favre recently had two solo exhibitions at
Kunsthalle van der Heydt in Germany (2016) and Museum Franz Gertsch, in Switzerland (2016). She also exhibited
at the Musée d’art moderne et contemporain in France (2015). Thomas Helbig recently exhibited his solo shows at
the Polansky Gallery in Prague (2016) and Galerie Thomas Brambilla, Bergamo, Italy (2016).

Please join us for the Artist’s Reception on Saturday, September 10th from 6-8pm
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